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Usability is non-negotiable: if analysts can't use the system, or

buy-in to the process, they’ll find alternatives. A system’s

usability should be effortless from the outset. The less

attention analysts have to pay in figuring out next steps or

how to’s the more they can get done with the task in hand;

ideas that translate into returns.

Your research is your differentiator. Your process will not,

or should not, be like your neighbors. How you configure

research stages, score them, integrate workflows,

prioritize teams and collaborate is unique to you, and any

system or technology worth it’s salt will deliver high-

levels of configuration to ensure that remains the case. 

It's not sexy but it's the cornerstone of every effective

research management process.  Adhering to regulations for

recordkeeping, data management, and communications

monitoring at a minimum. Your research system and

processes should act as the digital record of all your assets

and activities  in order to support your pre-trade compliance

and security program. 

However you want to slice and dice it, you need to query

and report on anything in your research repository, You

need a system with the flexibility to answer questions of

interest to you at any given time, fast. It's this insight that

lets you refine and continually improve your processes,

productivity and ultimately performance, in order to

retain an edge. 

 When you harness automation to manage and

structure research data, and streamline and

standardize workflows, you get to focus on the

important stuff, reduce complicated tasks that

distract investment professionals and limit

inconsistencies.
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